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This paper examines the influence of cultural and socioeconomic factors on the growth of entrepreneurship in Vietnam. Traditional cultural values continue to have a strong impact on the Vietnamese society, and to a large extent adversely affect the entrepreneurial spirit of the community. Typical constraints private entrepreneurs face may have roots in the cultural facet as legacy of the Confucian society like relationship-based bank credit. Low quality business education is both a victim and culprit of the long-standing tradition that looks down on the role of private entrepreneurship in the country.

Introduction

This paper explores the cultural impacts on the private entrepreneurship in the post-Doi Moi Vietnam. Some important aspects of the traditional cultural values of the Vietnamese society are explored along with the socioeconomic changes over the past two decades.

In the academic circle across the world, entrepreneurship has enjoyed a voluminous literature contributed by many scholars in economics, sociology, anthropology, business management and political sciences, since the mid-20th century. The research line of entrepreneurship has received huge attention from the economists’ community across the world, especially after the seminal work in 1934, by Joseph Schumpeter’s *The Theory of Economic Development*. In his study, Schumpeter placed entrepreneurship in a major theoretical framework to track the progress of human society and economic growth. Since the study of Schumpeter, there has been a major shift in the perception of economists. Entrepreneurs could now be considered a crucial factor in contributing to the economic
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growth by taking up opportunities, creating business and fostering innovation. By doing all these, entrepreneurship processes shift the economy out of an equilibrium state, while creating new states (Greenfield and Strickson, 1981).

Stevenson and Jarillo (1990) provided a decent review on a plethora of entrepreneurship studies across the world. Three main streams of research are presented. The first area of literature is concerned with the consideration of what happens when entrepreneurs act; or in other words, they study the net effect on the general economic system of the actions performed by entrepreneurs. Major scholars who contributed significantly to this area are, inter alia, Richard Cantillo (who first coined the term ‘entrepreneur’), Jean Baptiste Say, Adam Smith and Joseph Schumpeter.

The second area of literature on entrepreneurship is concerned with why entrepreneurs act; or what the causes of entrepreneurship are. Naturally, entrepreneurs themselves have now become the subject of interest to economists. If the first area of literature draws attention mainly from economists, this attracts the attention of a large number of sociologists, psychologists and anthropologists as well. The first level of inquiry into the causes of entrepreneurial behavior, according to Stevenson and Jarillo (1990), conceptualizes entrepreneurship as a psychological characteristic of individuals—creativity, daring and aggressiveness. The second level of inquiry conceptualizes entrepreneurship as a social role that may be enacted by individuals in different social positions.

The third area of literature on entrepreneurship is concerned with the how of entrepreneurship, i.e., studying managerial practices performed by entrepreneurs. This has proved to be a vast literature, studying from the start-up of small businesses, venture capital, entrepreneurial management, etc., to the forming of strategy in entrepreneurial firms. The sub-domains of this research line consist of: life cycles to become mature companies; and finding predictors of success for entrepreneurial firms.

Other research studies, which also provide comprehensive literature surveys as well as insights derived from hypothesis tests looking into the nature of entrepreneurial firms across cultural settings and countries, are, inter alia, by Baker et al. (2005), Lumpkin and Dess (1996), and Stopford and Baden-Fuller (1994).

In the light of the above, in the transition economy of Vietnam, the importance of entrepreneurs would be further highlighted with the jobs they create, the risk they take and the investment (physical and social capital) they make in their entrepreneurial endeavors.

This paper aims to communicate over a set of cultural dimensions that have become increasingly influential in the economy, in parallel with the phenomenal resurgence of private entrepreneurship in Vietnam, i.e., the existence of a large number of newborn Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs), a typical symbol of private entrepreneurship as characterized by the relevant literature. By this, we would clearly be emphasizing the cultural aspects of the entrepreneurial environment and opportunities available in Vietnam, together with reasonable qualitative assessment of the current situation of the private entrepreneurship.
in this emerging market economy, in a mixture with the long-lasting deeply rooted cultural dimensions in the minds of the public, business people and policy makers.

This study advocates a different perception from pure economic growth advocacy, which explores the complexity of the relationship between cultural values inherent in the society, including entrepreneurs, and the economic behaviors, especially in their rent-seeking strategy in conjunction with economic performance. The analysis will elaborate on the relationship between cultural facets of Vietnam and entrepreneurs’ determination of business conducting, under the strong influence of Confucianism imported from China, centuries ago.

**The Vietnamese Private Entrepreneurship and Economic Development**

The Vietnamese nationwide economic reform (known as Doi Moi, started in 1986), together with its highly praised economic achievements (Farber et al., 2008; and Pham and Vuong, 2009), has brought about a phenomenal transition to a market-oriented model, in which entrepreneurship has broadly become a universal modality for people wishing to become gloriously rich.

Entrepreneurial spirit and many entrepreneurial attempts by hundreds of thousands of ordinary people in Vietnam have cultivated in this emerging economy a new wave of economic growth taking advantages of varieties of existing and future opportunities. Until March 2009, in Vietnam, there had been approximately 349,000 SMEs, who were basically entrepreneurs, as usually perceived by economists. When seeking ways to attain the business freedom and self-reliance for themselves, Vietnamese entrepreneurs have helped change both themselves into more professional business people and the economy into a much more business-oriented model.

The economic and cultural values that the Vietnamese economy has gained from these entrepreneurship processes are apparently enormous. In brief, it is agreeable that entrepreneurship had changed the economic situation to a large extent, as discussed in Vuong (2007). Per capita real GDP of Vietnam, as reported by the General Statistics Office, has increased from $202 in 1986—when Doi Moi started—to $361 in 1998. In 1999, a new Enterprise Law was passed, which relaxed a series of regulations for business start-up (Figure 1). And this law was recognized as the key factor that helps send the number of new enterprise higher. Per capita GDP in Vietnam kept rising to $416, $835 and $1,030 at the end of 2001, 2007 and 2008, respectively.

Today’s private SME sector contributes approximately 40% of GDP to the economy, as reported in official statistics. As to the industrial output, private entrepreneurship’s contribution in Vietnam has increased from 24.6% in 2000 to 27.5%, 37.0% in 2003 and 2005, respectively. Therefore, it is worth noting that entrepreneurship activity has also created a majority of new jobs for the country.
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2 Economists have, for long, expressed their opinions that the true level of contribution by SMEs would likely be higher, largely because the SME sector’s output has never been fully reported due to a high volume of informal economic activities and weak statistical capability.
Given the critical importance of entrepreneurship, the Government of Vietnam, since 1998, has set forth a strategic goal of promoting the number of domestic enterprises to half a million by 2010—a goal that is equivalent to facilitating hundreds of thousands of people to become entrepreneurs or turning the existing entrepreneurs running household business to corporate people, very much in line with Stopford and Baden-Fuller's argument (1994).

In 2006, the Government reiterated this roadmap for further developing Vietnam’s private SME sector, with the Prime Minister’s Decision No. 236/2006/QD-TTg dated October 23, 2006 on a 5-year SME development plan, which aimed at increasing the number of private SMEs to 320,000.

While the importance of entrepreneurship in Vietnam has been undisputable, it seems that the dearth of academic literature has not shown an equivalent level of attention within the academic circle. Serious studies on entrepreneurship in Vietnam were mostly contributed by foreign researchers (e.g., Ronnås, 1992; and Ronnås and Ramamurthy, 2001). And recently, securities firms, listed companies, and stock markets have become the main locus for studies, while the number of studies on entrepreneurship appeared to subside.

Vuong (2007) singled out entrepreneurship as the most important driver of the omnipresent growth of the economy. However, the process of economic development and growth is attributed mainly to the liberalizing of the workforce and market economic activities, which provide entrepreneurs with commercial incentives to perform better economically, rather than a real shift to become highly competitive and with significant innovations of the business methods and attitudes.

The latter has since proved to be of much greater importance than the generally accepted Ricardian framework, which tends to attribute a faster pace of economic growth to more inputs and better technology, as later promoted by more mathematically inclined economist like Solow.
In fact, this study advocates the framework of Adam Smith, set forth in his *The Wealth of Nations* (1776), which specifies that exploiting opportunities, current or predicted to appear in the future, along with self-motivation of commercial benefits would lead to proactive economic activities with self-reliance, trade, risk-taking, altogether forming entrepreneurship in its genuine meaning.

**The Cultural Roots of Confucianism in the Vietnamese Entrepreneurship**

The socioeconomic settings play a crucial role in defining the targets that an economy pursues and the road that it takes to achieve them. In the light of this, although being a member of ASEAN, geometrically defined as a Southeast Asian country, Vietnam has for long been tied to the Chinese cultural roots, with over a thousand years under the Chinese ruling and the rest under strong economic and cultural dominance. As a result, the country has naturally been steeped in the Chinese-originated Confucianism until the French army’s invasion, when the whole country was put under the austerity of the French in 1884. However, Confucian values still served as guiding thought for governing the society, from Confucian-style examination, official designation, government organization and society structure, etc., which were almost identical to a typical Confucian Chinese society.

Confucianism is a Chinese ethical and philosophical system developed from the classic teachings of the Chinese philosopher Confucius. This spiritual system concentrates on human morality and behaviors in a hierarchical society and has for more than 2,000 years institutionalized its set of cultural values on East Asian countries, viz., China, Japan, Korea and Vietnam. It is a complex system of moral, social, political, philosophical, and quasi-religious thought that has had tremendous influence on the culture and history of East Asia. The Han Dynasty of China was the first that promoted Confucian values Confucianism, when Han Wudi (141-86 BC) decided to choose Confucianism for use as a political system to govern the Chinese state.

Vietnam had been under Chinese invasion throughout the first 1,000 years of its history, until the defeat of Nan Han navy troops by Ngo Quyen, a feudalist general in 938 AD, whose coronation as the first king of sovereignty followed in 939 AD. Then, Vietnam entered the period of independent sovereignty from 939 till 1884. However, during this period of independence (nearly 1,000 years), it was invaded frequently by different Chinese dynasties, until the late 19th century when French troops and the Qing Dynasty agreed to put Tonkin (North Vietnam) under the French austerity in 1885. Since the Han Dynasty, China already became a well-established civilization, and the first country to see weekly and monthly markets spread across the country. It had the economic and military power that led to its imposition of cultural values and Confucianism on Vietnam, the much smaller and less developed neighboring country.
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The Confucian values built over a thousand years, through formal Confucian-style education, social events, family teachings, have become deeply rooted in the mind of almost everyone in the society regardless of whether a person realizes the existence of them or not. We need to look into the essence of the doctrine to realize the connection between the values promoted by Confucianism and the nature of entrepreneurship. Their distance and perhaps contradictions would be very helpful in understanding the why and how of cultural influences on the process of the Vietnamese private entrepreneurial processes.

What Is It? Is It All Gone?

Since the Confucian doctrine has been a major school of thought in the world and appeared very early in the history of the human beings, there have been many research studies on Confucianism in different individual and interdisciplinary branches of social sciences: sociology, philosophy, government studies, etc. Studies on the influences of the Confucian doctrine to East Asian business environments, practices, entrepreneurial activity, cross-cultural management, etc., largely started becoming richer from the 1980s, when Japan’s economy witnessed a miracle, Taiwanese and South Korean economies were picking up fast, and the giant Confucian country China awoke from a deep slumber.

Incidentally, that is also the time when Vietnam started its Doi Moi (1986), which led not only to FDI inflows, that changed the economic situation of the nation, but also steered up the entrepreneurial activities within the largely poor population, which had suffered from poverty and shortage of consumers’ goods, and very low living standards, caused by decades of warfare and almost a cessation of private entrepreneurship in a large scale.

Regarding the Confucian doctrine, we need to know the facets of Confucianism that may have had strong impacts on private entrepreneurship. Naturally, that knowledge must come from the essence of the doctrine inherited from its origin and long history as a society governing tools by the East Asian feudalist centralized governments.

The Confucianism had its roots in the Zhou Dynasty in China (1122-220 BC) and was formally established in the Eastern Zhou period, circa 772-221 BC, by the name of Rú jiā xué shūō, meaning “school of thought by the gentry scholar-officials”. The whole period has been characterized in Chinese literature, especially in well-known and favorite novels written about society, such as Dong Zhou Lie Guo (in Vietnamese, Đông Chu Liet Quoc), to have been in brutal warfare and as a slave society in transformation to semi-feudal. The society underwent a period of great chaos, extreme violence, and continuous brutal bloodshed in wars among different warring states of China, especially in the Spring-and-Autumn War Period (777-481 BC) and the Warring States Period (403-220 BC) (Ts’ao, 1975). The governing of the society in total chaos became an overwhelming task of the decentralized semi-feudalist government of the Eastern Zhou Dynasty. Until Confucius, the ‘Rú jiā xué shūō’ had still been in the shape of fragmented teachings, offered to the Kings of state mostly in the form of advisory services by the smart, reputable and recognized scholar-officials.
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In his times, Confucius coming from a gentry scholar-official family collected different teachings and classics and developed the aforementioned system of values and disseminated them through the advisory services to Dukes of the warring states. Although he had failed to persuade the then political powers (Dukes of states) to use his doctrine over his 11 years of traveling, when returning to his homeland in Lu State (near Shandong Province, China), he built his own school, teaching his disciples, many of them later became reputable scholar-officials in China’s ruling class. Naturally, his disciples and subsequent worshippers of Confucianism continued to have made Confucianism, the prevailing and greatly influential system spiritual, political, moral and social values that presided over the Chinese society until the 19th century. Given the influence of Rú jiā xué shuō since Confucius, today the school of thought has been called after his name as Confucianism, making Confucius the father of the system although that is not true.

Was it all gone now? Over 2,000 years of history, Confucianism was changed many times by different Confucian scholars. Nonetheless, many major values have been persistent and have continued to have a profound impact on the contemporary East Asian societies, whose influence on private entrepreneurship need to be explored.

According to historians, Confucianism was introduced into Vietnam during the first and second Chinese colonial periods under the Han Dynasty (both Western and Eastern Han), that is from 110 BC to 220 AD. Confucian values came first through local people who studied Confucius’ classics and gained some formal title (of very low rank), which was recognized by the Confucian scholar-officials system. In a more systematic way, Confucianism came as a system of guiding moral and social values that were used to set up the society’s structure as well as the government, through the introduction by a Chinese-original resident governor, Si Nhiep, who had a tendency of installing a social hierarchy and orders, as well as educating local people over organizing life.

Rozman (2002) provides a detailed account of studies on debates over the fate of Confucianism in East Asia, focusing on China, Japan and South Korea. The results presented in the study proved one important understanding: neither Confucianism nor its basic values have gone. The masses are just largely ignorant of the Confucian nature of their behavior.

Hypothetically, we could explore the following facets of cultural values which showed the presence of Confucian legacy in the contemporary business society in Vietnam. First, the teaching on foundations of the society based on unequal relationships, that Confucius presented in his classics as nature of society.

Second, the remnants of Confucianism, which strongly remain at the micro-level of family and community, the different tiers of the educational system, have helped revive Confucianism as the guiding thought in the local elite groups, business enterprises and society leaders.

Third, the particular process of Vietnam’s history could give rise to the Confucianism and its well-known particularism, taking into account the similarity of the warfare periods and the degree of sacrifice that society had to yield to the State power and military and
financing demands, in the forms of taxes and compulsory fees, when waging long-lasting and, in most cases, brutal wars. The study dwells on this point later when discussing historical periods of warfare and chaos.

**The Legendary and Profound Impacts on Entrepreneurship**

The legendary written in Vietnamese can provide us with information and data about the cultural values set by Confucianism. Besides the classic teaching of the Confucian nature, embedded in stories that guide behaviors of the Vietnamese people, the belief has been that doing business, conducting trades and loving profits/money are something not good. Business people, landlords and money-loving figures appeared in Vietnamese legendary stories are mostly bad people, characterized by greed, ugly cultural traits, evil thoughts, source of deteriorating social ethics, and a counter-example of the ‘gentlemen’ notion.

At fault, in many old stories, which unfortunately became favorite of many generations of readers, several well-known real rebels and bandits, who had a tendency towards violence by robbing assets and gold from the rich and then gave some portion of the robbed value to the poor, have been depicted as heroes in the eyes of the masses, mostly in serfdom. One of the famous examples is recorded in the story of *Quan He* by Nguyen (1982). *Quan He* is the title awarded by the poor to Nguyen Huu Cau, the leader in a major farmer rebellion (1743-1751), in Northern Vietnam under the Le Dynasty (1428-1788).7

This cultural reflection through the most popular form of teaching (teachers to students, grandparents to grandchildren, etc.), showed a false favoritism, although seemingly fair, towards the poor, at the price of the business class in the society. This dimension has clearly been a violation of modern knowledge, generally accepted to most of us today, that economic freedom is an essential requisite for continuous growth and development. And this freedom could not be obtained without basic guarantee for ownership of private wealth, with which robbers should never be considered an umpire.

The consequence of this kind of teaching through legendary even led to the situation where the masses of the Vietnamese society easily accepted the intervention of the political power by taking from the rich to give to the poor, in the name of ‘income redistribution’. This specific power has indeed close nature to paternalism of Confucianism. In line with the well-known argument put forward by Milton Friedman in *Free to Choose* (1980), we now appreciate the overwhelming challenge of finding a satisfactory method for income distribution in any society.8 Clearly, it was naïve to believe this brutal way of redistribution could work in any way. However, that delusion did exist in the mind of the society as another method of income redistribution, so that the public may even find some values pertaining to a possible redistribution alternative in such kind of robbery.
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Given the deeply rooted attitude and cultural reflection, we could predict that it is not easy to remove this kind of bias on business people and entrepreneurs out of the mind of the majority in the society, even if today business people represent a class with high living standards and creating jobs to many. In fact, the disparity could inadvertently revive the kind of toxic cultural value that the legendary put forward as precursor of social rift. Private entrepreneurship is a course of business actions by taking risk and creating values for customers' satisfaction with the hope of obtaining reasonable financial payoffs, thus aiming at private wealth. Nonetheless, in the moral system where the outcome of the risk-taking process could be object for robbery and the wealth may be heralded as associated to those of low dignity, private entrepreneurship was then naturally becoming overwhelming to the majority, and thus not the choice for those in society that did have choices to follow other direction than entrepreneurship.

The Long-standing Vietnamese Social Ranking “Sĩ - Nông - Công - Thương”
Another facet that one could observe directly from the population is the long-standing social ranking that not only classifies strata of the society, but also their corresponding dignity.

One of the Vietnamese old sayings, Sĩ - Nông - Công - Thương is perhaps the kind of social ranking that a normal Vietnamese ever first knows in her/his life. It simply postulates an old feudalist value ranking, equivalent to English meaning of “Gentry Scholar/Intellectual Official – Farmer – Craftsman – Trade/Businessman”. The reason we have to put forward this in Vietnamese is twofold. First, the postulation is something so familiar that almost all Vietnamese know quite well, both the ranking itself and the meaning of that. Second, its sound in Vietnamese inherited from its original (and identical) Chinese version of “Shì - Nóng - Gōng - Shāng”. Both Vietnamese and Chinese versions share identical meaning of every single word, where Shì had been long placed in the highest ranking of the society, only after the king/emperor, because of the society’s hierarchical system based on meritocracy. The persistence of this cultural facet in the society is quite striking.

Tradesmen, consisting of traders and entrepreneurs, have for long been ranked lowest in terms of dignity in the society. This is opposite to the Western world, where business people together form a fairly high-ranked stratum in the society, mostly with upper class living standards and substantial wealth that could make the masses admire and aspire. The Confucianism we are studying was not the exact one as created by Confucius, because Confucius himself did not stipulate the low dignity of tradesmen. However, due to the interests of political beneficiaries in the feudalist system in East Asia, it is not surprising that altered versions of Confucianism, which had been added and changed by Confucius’
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9 The stated social order is: (1) Shì (士) (2) Nóng (农) (3) Gōng (工) (4) Shāng (商). Observing the similarity between the two versions (Vietnamese in Latinate form) and Chinese pinyin tells us the nature of culture as a diehard breed, although modern Vietnamese no longer use Chinese characters. In Japan, there exists the same social order, with similar sound in Japanese.

10 Shì, when combined with other characters, could constitute different words, such as 博士 [bóshì] a Ph.D. degree, or soldier. But the most prominent meaning is 绅士 [shēn shì], that is “the gentry intellectual/scholar circle”.
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disciples and subsequent generations of scholar-officials in elite circle, later looked down on the social values and the dignity of tradesmen in favor of Shì (±) as what this facet stipulates today.

In terms of class conflict within the central feudalism in East Asian countries of the time, this lowering of the tradesmen’s value and dignity had been done on purpose. Traders and entrepreneurs always find ways to retain their economic freedom (albeit only relatively), risk taking characteristics and creativity/innovation. Therefore, they become wise, very experienced and fairly self-reliant. In a system of Confucian values, where loyalty to kings and dukes was promoted to be a basic and long-lasting one, the growth of tradesmen, their solidarity, the dissemination of the wisdom, altogether could defy the ruling of kings and the elite group of scholar-officials. In brief, tradesmen’s wisdom, economic freedom may present some great threat to the power of the feudalist power circle, constituting of kings, dukes and Confucian scholar-official gentry. A purposely retention of this social ranking was needed by the centralized feudalist governments to uphold the political hierarchy belonging to the aristocratic power circle.

The persistence of this facet has been striking. Although if asked today, a majority of Vietnamese would deny the value of the ranking, but everyone knows that and whenever possible, this ranking could be stated easily as if it is a permanent part of understanding of the society. The well known ‘face-saving’ value of Confucianism has something to deal with right here, where the ranking directly implies the ranking of dignity of a person depending on the social stratum she or he belongs. One would be highly unlikely to embark on such tough and risky road as being an entrepreneur and trader, to reap such a low social value in the eyes of the whole society, except when one has no other choice.

What we do know is—without trade, no entrepreneurship could take place since market is the only vehicle for citizens to realize the monetary values of their investment, products, time and energy. Trading activity is in and of itself the most common type of entrepreneurship, which had become a cushion for the Vietnamese economy during the turbulent times before, and during, its thriving process starting in the mid-1990s.

The Periods of Warfare and Chaos
Since we consider private entrepreneurship a socioeconomic process of a country, the socioeconomic environment must be examined to understand why a certain state of development and economic phenomena would likely take place. With respect to entrepreneurship and the particular history of Vietnam, periods of warfare and chaos should be an important knowledge, since they covered a very long period in the country’s history, creating particulars and features that would highly likely produce strong impacts on the economic process of the populace.

In the Vietnamese domestic media, the country has frequently been talked of as a society having a long history of approximately 4,000 years of formation and protection of its sovereignty. Nonetheless, serious historians with rectitude usually consider the nation’s history covering approximately 2,600 years, counting major events and eliminating
groundless claim of time due largely to legendary stories. Roughly speaking, in about three-fourths of its 2,600-year history, the country was drowning in different stages of warfare and chaos, which has caused severe consequences for the society and detrimental impacts on the cultural dimensions of that society, especially in terms of business and economic development (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynasty/Nation</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Duration (Years)</th>
<th>Wartime (Years)</th>
<th>War Ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hong Bang (Prehistoric)</td>
<td>2879 BC</td>
<td>2,622</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thuc</td>
<td>257 BC</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trieu</td>
<td>207 BC</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Chinese Domination</td>
<td>111 BC</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trung Vuong</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Chinese Domination</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Ly</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Chinese Domination</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngo</td>
<td>939</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinh</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Le</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Ly</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tran</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Chinese Domination</td>
<td>1408</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Le</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tay Son</td>
<td>1788</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguyen</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Colony</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam (1945-2009)</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>2,362</strong></td>
<td><strong>521</strong></td>
<td><strong>22</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Sub-total excludes Hong Bang Dynasty.

11 According to Tran (1919 [2002]), the appropriate period of history for calculation should be from 258 BC to date, or 2,267 years, where historical events and sub-periods are documented in some form or could be explained in reasonably logical ways. The period before that, 2879-258 BC, history events and legendary description of the established society and state in the land could not be verified by historical evidences. A reasonable estimate of the time length for the Hong Bang period, with 18 kings ruling the country right before 258 BC, is about 250-300 years, which makes the history of Vietnam total approximately 2,600 years at the maximum.
In the second Chinese colonial period (43-544 AD), the Vietnamese society witnessed almost 500 years of war. Before the third Chinese colonial period (603-939), Vietnam enjoyed nearly 60 years of sovereignty, from 544 to 602. Ironically, in this very short period of sovereignty, there were constant wars between Vietnamese kings and the Chinese officials, and civil wars among kings for power. Therefore, over this 60-year period, the country was in peace for less than 10 years.

The period of 603-938 AD also witnessed many brutal wars in Vietnam, with an estimated time length in warfare totaling nearly 100 years. Take the example of the Ly Dynasty in Vietnam’s history, ruling the country from 1010 to 1225. Although this Ly Dynasty is usually considered the peaceful era with good governance by many kings, and prosperous stages of development in the history, that rosy picture painted by generations of historians in reality proves to be only a delusion. During the Ly’s administration, the country engaged in continuous wars: 1028-1029 (the Ly family’s conflicts); 1038-1048 (war with Nung Tri Cao); 1030-1044 (war with Chiem Thanh); 1075-1078 (war with Tong Dynasty); 1103-1104 (war with Chiem Thanh); 1179-1225 (Chiem Thanh, border wars, civil wars, and farmers-led rebellions). Therefore, it can be safely said that the history and characteristics of the Vietnamese society had been formed during the long and bloody wars. This particular warfare context was ready to receive the Confucian values, which had also been born as spiritual products of the Chinese brutal civil wars: the Spring-Autumn and Warring States periods. The other feudalist dynasties are even worse off.

In Vietnam, wars are both tools for and consequences of power conflicts or personal ambitious plans by some powerful kings and/or aristocrats. Brutal historical wars in East Asia, in general, and Vietnam in particular, helped reinforce the political power and maintain the hierarchical order of the centralized Confucian feudalist society, in which business people, including both craftsmen and tradesmen, had already been ranked the bottom in terms of respect and dignity.

Furthermore, wars need the finances that the feudalist governments could only obtain from taxes and compulsory fees of various kinds. While Confucian scholar-officials are economic beneficiaries of taxes, and farmers serve to be the main source of personnel for military deployments, besides the stable source of food security in the form of agriculture taxes, craftsmen, artisans and traders naturally become the main economic agents to be taxed and subjected to heavy financial compulsory contributions and tax obligations arbitrarily stipulated by feudalist governments in the emergency warfare periods. The classic teaching of Confucian values suggest that society, especially entrepreneurs consisting of craftsmen and traders, unconditionally accept the arbitrary taxation and the financial exploitation by these historical governments as a socioeconomic norm, advocated by the doctrine of loyalty to feudalist kings and dukes.

This financial exploitation dragged on for over thousands of years in continuous warfare in the Vietnamese history, and the uncertainty of business conducted by the entrepreneurial stratum was exacerbated by the fact that there is almost no chance for this class structure to be changed, since the whole society was deeply embedded in the
institutional rigidity of Confucianism, altered to serve the centralized feudalist political beneficiaries.

In chaotic war times and social disorders and anarchy as frequently taking place in the Vietnamese history, entrepreneurship also faced double adversity since entrepreneurial activities are characterized by exploiting opportunities, creating innovations, taking reasonable business risks, and a focus on business target with substantial perseverance. All these require a certain degree of social stability, which could only be attained in times of peace. Long-lasting and brutal wars in Vietnam destroyed much of the entrepreneurial spirit and energy of the society over its long warfare trajectory, putting people in the choice of life versus death. The entrepreneurship, thus turned out to be a mere tool for earning living without carrying the salient features of productive entrepreneurship as a major economic growth driver as described in Schumpeter’s and other scholarly works. Suffering the ruthless consequence of the persistent wars, the last factor of perseverance in pursuing the long-term business goals vanished completely, thus 'strategy' has never been a really useful word in the Vietnamese vocabulary.

The historical wars and chaotic contexts become an additional factor that has made the private entrepreneurship in Vietnam, for thousands of years, an undesirable profession and choice.

The Hidden Entrepreneur’s Aspiration to Become a Non-Entrepreneur

The serious consequences of the socioeconomic and cultural settings that discouraged private entrepreneurship led to the adjustment of entrepreneurial values and also changes of own aspirations by entrepreneurs themselves.

The natural aim of entrepreneurial acts and entrepreneurs is to create value, in parallel with social recognition and the dignity that they deserve, given their risk taking, contributions to national economic prosperity, innovative pursuits, perseverance, etc. In the course of Vietnam’s warfare history, this was changed to prioritize personal safety, only reasonable wealth accumulation, and improved social rank and personal dignity; the shift that proves to be logical and understandable following the well-known Abraham Maslow’s need hierarchy of a person.

Naturally, entrepreneurs did not find the upper value of self-actualization, as defined in the Maslow’s hierarchy, in the business pursuits, once the Confucian social hierarchy and pertaining values to each stratum remain. This led to the situation when entrepreneurs, once attaining some desirable level of wealth, had a tendency to break with their business roots, and to aim at moving to a higher social rank; a change that is relevant in the Confucian doctrine, which was written to educate a ‘pitiful normal person’ to become the noble gentleman (士), with noble mission of serving the king. Examples are omnipresent in the Vietnamese legendary stories (Nguyen, 1982). In many cases, we encounter examples of a businessman or a landlord, who for some reason, had to quit their wealth-making enterprise, and was praised as if the person had been civilized or become enlightened and illuminated by the higher values.
Evidence of the above-mentioned argument could still be found today. There are quite a number of high-ranking government officials, let us say deputy minister level and upper, used to be the chairmen or CEOs of corporations, especially State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs). A small number of successful private entrepreneurs also managed to be an elected member of National Assembly.\textsuperscript{12} Whilst enjoying success in their entrepreneurial pursuit, they still perceive that a higher social ranking would improve their personal values and reputation. In Vietnamese 11th National Assembly (2002-2007), there were as few as 5% of congressional deputies coming from business sector, out of 498 members. This is the first time that members of the National Assembly are classified into business and nonbusiness groups.

One may find this strange facet of entrepreneurial culture in Vietnam questionable due to the contradicting nature of the phenomenon. However, it is a logical consequence of understandable adjustments to entrepreneurial values, caused by realistic expectations and observation by entrepreneurs. The changes happened not only along the business trajectory of the entrepreneur himself, but also within the business community over the history. A well known proposition within the Vietnamese business people today is: To do business, one has to stay low-profile and relatively quiet (compared to the natural business need of being well advertised and strongly branded). With some exceptions and deviations, the rule is still prevailing and observed by a majority of the business community at present. This rule has clearly been contradicting to the social need of earning esteem, respect and dignity, but it remains valid since it provides some security within the context of prejudice over the not so good image of business people and the presence of potential moral hazards.

**Implications of the Confucian Cultural Dimensions on Private Entrepreneurship**

The Confucian values that have profound impact on the ranking of the society, mentality and determination of the private entrepreneurs in the past centralized feudalist society in Vietnam, prevailed until the late 19th century till the French put Vietnam under its austerity.

Although the feudalist system was formally abolished in the early 20th century, the Confucian values have been persistent since they are embedded into the society’s formal education system, retained in family moral teachings, and preserved in different communities, including today’s professional and business.

After the People’s Democratic Republic of Vietnam was established by President Ho Chi Minh in the Northern Vietnam (1945) and the defeat of French troops in Dien Bien Phu (1954), the Northern Vietnam was set to follow the centrally planned economic model, similar to China, and then the former Soviet Union. The rise and fall of private entrepreneurship during this period could be examined through socio-political campaigns such as Land Reforms (1956-1958), Collectivization of Farms (1959-1970), Rehabilitation of Private Industries and

\textsuperscript{12} Vo Quoc Thang, Chairman of Dong Tam Group (member of the 11th National Assembly); Tran Vu Hai, Director Hanoi Law (member of the 12th Hanoi People Council, provincial level of National Assembly); Vu Hung Binh, Director of Phuong Trinh Co. (member of the 7th Ho Chi Minh City People Council) to name but a few.
Trades (1964-1975), etc., where the traditional low dignity and rank of private entrepreneurship was recurring. In addition, the socioeconomic settings look quite similar to the familiar warfare periods in Vietnam’s history, as presented earlier under the subhead ‘The Periods of Warfare and Chaos’.

Once again, after the reunification of Vietnam, following the collapse of Southern Vietnam regime, new campaigns were launched to reinforce the Soviet-styled centrally planned model. The reunified Vietnam now entered a new period of sovereignty over its total territories with a low starting point, per capita GDP in the range of $125 to $200 for the period 1975-1982. Instead of nurturing the workforce, productive capacity and capital accumulation within the prevailing private entrepreneurship in Saigon by then, the push for nationalizing private physical productive assets, and the rush towards a Soviet centrally planned economy had caused tremendous detrimental effects on the private entrepreneurship of the burgeoning South of Vietnam. Since the change had been overdone, the formal private sector almost vanished over the short period of time from 1978 to 1983, triggering a serious shortage of goods supply and significant lowered living standards. This bias towards a centrally planned model ended only after the well known 6th Communist Party Congress in 1986, when Doi Moi was launched (Pham and Vuong, 2009).

In essence, Doi Moi revived the private sector economy, and hence encouraged private capital investments in legally recognized private entrepreneurial commercial operations. Together with the first FDI Law in 1987, the private entrepreneurship in Vietnam has since also comprised foreign-invested firms mainly in the form of Joint Ventures (JVs). Now we have seen the major shift of the contemporary socioeconomic context, characterized by: (a) The resurrection of the Vietnamese private sector; (b) The presence of a fledgling market economy with early fruits; (c) The liberalizing of almost all trade activities—domestic and international; (d) Flows of FDI and FPI into the economy; and (e) The process of reintegration into the global economy, now on the fast lane to the renewed version of globalization.

Clearly, these changes and the new setting have made a positive impact on the Vietnamese private entrepreneurship in many substantial ways. First, there appears to be an increasing trend in favor of monetary values obtained trade and related commercial activities, which partly removed the curse on previous ugly traits of private businessmen in history. Erasing this prejudice is not done overnight, but it is good to see part of that has been gone. Second, a process of gradual changes in the cultural dimensions of the society has been institutionalized by an increasing population of newborn enterprises, in various entrepreneurial forms. It looks as if new cultural values have been cultivated over the short Doi Moi period of just 20 years, replacing the ancient Confucian values.

**The Confucian Values That Continue to Guide Activities of the Contemporary Society**

Since 1986, Vietnam has been labeled ‘emerging economy in transition’, a process that is usually considered by the international economists comparable to China’s gradual
economic transition. Given the broad and deep cultural connections through Confucian values, the relevance of the ‘culture factor’ in facilitating our knowledge acquisition about the why and how of this important trend. Although the central planning economic model was gradually abolished by the Vietnam, its modus operandi proves to be diehard. The paternalistic approach in management continues to be of important use and prevails in various governmental, public and private corporate organizations. While changing economic context and conditions take place everywhere, the cultural facets of a Confucian society like Vietnam change very slowly, with its salient features continuing to be present in every corner of life. Strict Confucian values continue to serve as guiding values for a majority of people, from a simple worker to a business leader or a policymaker. The well known values in Vietnam that still guide the thinking and behavior of the masses are: generational orders, hierarchy, paternalism, and loyalty.

The above-mentioned specific values had been reinforced over the long-standing central planning period, with the fact that creation of firms is done by the State, in contrast to the entrepreneur's act. The traditional values (and norms and disciplines), which continue to be preserved at the mass level—in families, communities, firms, and the government, serve to have been a ‘cultural anchor’. This anchor is heavy and strong enough to prevent a more radical transition from taking place. Also economic changes have been preferred over political changes, since in a process of radical political changes, the degree of uncertainty increases and the long-standing cultural values might no longer be the important factor contributing to the traditional kind of social stability, as they had been before the reforms. Naturally, economists frequently find evidences and signals of flinch whenever a major decision in favor of faster pace of reforms is to be made. This reality aligns the specific values with the major dimensions of risk avoidance and collectivism, especially the latter since it had for long become the important principle of collective decision making process in the national socioeconomic and political life.

Though enjoying a lawful status and increasing visibility in society, private entrepreneurs continue to occupy the lower rank and dignity. Vuong (1997a) conducts an investigation into 12 typical and successful private entrepreneurs, who were leaders in their industries. The companies had low absolute capital demand and healthy debt ratios both in theoretical corporate finance and in comparison to the present private enterprises. Table 2 shows that capital demand varied from 36% to 100% of enterprise’s assets. Business owners’ explanation of such numbers is of our interest. The ratio was low, making the firms look financially healthy. But it does not mean that the observed SMEs were financially strong to adequately fund their investment and operation. The reasons for this low level of leverage are: first, they faced overwhelming difficulty in accessing financial sources, such as bank loans and equity. Second, entrepreneurs must have told themselves: “That is enough. Doing more means risking more, so why should I do?” This kind of thinking is contrary to the spirit of entrepreneurship. They need something like the famous Chinese dictum by Deng Xiaoping in the 1980s: “To be rich is glorious.”
A decade later, on Vietnamese emerging stock markets, there were plenty of multimillion private enterprises. Some examples are presented in Table 3. Total assets of the observed private companies in 2009 are 100 times larger than those in 1997. Although the ratios seem to be fine, absolute volume of total debt should be a warning flag. A logical question now appears: How can the private sector grow so fast? Does it mean entrepreneurship now enjoys a favorable socio-cultural environment?

### Table 2: Capital Requirements Among SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Assets ($ mn)</th>
<th>Capital Demand ($ mn)</th>
<th>Ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home Electrical Appliances</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Fan</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paint</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqua Products</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Vuong (1997a)*

### Table 3: Debt Ratios of Listed Private Companies, Q2 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Total Asset ($ mn)</th>
<th>Total Debt ($ mn)</th>
<th>Ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSI(a)</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPT(b)</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAG(c)</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITA(d)</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: SSI’s data at the end of Q1 2009; (a) Saigon Securities Company; (b) FPT Corporation; (c) Hoang Anh Gia Lai Corporation; and (d) Tan Tao Investment and Industry Corporation.*

*Source: Firm’s Quarterly Reports*

However, it should be noted that 2006-07 was a booming period of Vietnam Stock Market (VSM). Stock indexes rocketed nearly four times in 12 months. This anomaly implied strong herd behavior among Vietnamese investors. Some studies, such as Farber and Vuong (2004) and Farber et al. (2006), proved a strong herd effect among the stock market participants empirically, examining the market anomalies and disequilibria in detail. The simple answer is that, wise entrepreneurs have taken advantage of herding effect existent on the capital markets to raise funds from the greedy individuals whose high expectation of the Vietnamese local bourse make them buy shares expensively at their own risk.

Vuong (2007)\(^{13}\) regarded herd behavior as a consequence of the Confucianism-affected culture. Vietnamese share similar position in thinking and building expectation,

---

\(^{13}\) The book was awarded ‘The Vietnam National Book Prize for 2008’, and was written by Vuong Quan Hoang, a co-author of this paper.
in addition to lack of methodology and limited information about stock markets and businesses. Investors simply mimic decisions of their friends, neighbors, colleagues, etc. Thus, when the stock composite goes up, everyone tries to buy some stock or the other at any price and vice versa. This phenomenon can also be observed in the upper stratum corporate powerhouses.

Public companies copy strategies from one another. Many big names on the local bourse have subsidiaries/associated companies in securities, real estates, communications, and banking industries. This reflects the cultural aspect of risk avoidance, reflecting the idea of mitigating risks by not doing something too differently. Over the very short timeframe—less than 24 months, most well-known domestic firms, viz., FPT, Vinashin, PetroVietnam (PV), and many others, set up their full-fledged operations in new (and unrelated) business fields, which have no linkage to their core businesses (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporation</th>
<th>Subsidiaries</th>
<th>Established</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPT</td>
<td>Tien Phong Bank</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPT Securities</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPT Capital</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPT Real Estate</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPT Communication</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PetroVietnam</td>
<td>Ocean Bank</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV Finance Corporation</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV Securities</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV-Inconess (Real Estate)</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV Communication</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinashin</td>
<td>Vinashin Securities</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vinashin Financial Leasing</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vinashin Invest (Real Estate)</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vinashin Media</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vinashin Finance (Banking)</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The herd behavior can be observed even at different provincial governments. Every province in Vietnam has tried to call for investment on industrial parks and golf resorts project, despite different situations and conditions. Until June 2009, there are 166 golf development projects in 41 provinces (out of 63) throughout Vietnam. Some provinces have higher density of golf resorts than the others. Hanoi and Binh Thuan each has 19 projects. Ba Ria-Vung Tau
has 14, Lam Dong has 11, and Khanh Hoa has 9. Needless to say that this copy strategy causes a great level of waste and inefficiency in using the national resources.

While studying financial frauds, Pham and Vuong (2008) considered herd effect as a source for higher risks. The Vietnamese economy experienced a painful chain collapse of private credit system in the 1990s. A large number of individuals contributed their small savings to informal and illegal (to some extent) private funds and companies for high interest rates. They all participated in a nationwide large-scaled Ponzi game. New loans were used to pay for interest of previous loans. So, when owners of such funds and companies met with liquidity problems, very quickly everyone plunged into panic and soon realized that all their money was gone. Same type of fraud surfaced again in 2007-08, when thousands of people spent real money for the so-called ‘Internet money’, which had been stated to be used for investment on international exchange of forex and gold. Victims of such a Ponzi game network realized the truth only when all the investments evaporated and conspirators were arrested. People set high expectations on ‘investment’ returns, oftentimes in the absence of required information and information appropriate for decision making. This fact rather implies a weak entrepreneurial capability.

In many other situations, act of seeking business opportunities is performed, based on assumptions that benevolence from the government is an essential prerequisite. The private entrepreneur has to do so to their vested interest because of the tendency of the government acting like a parent in the society, in the name of retaining orderly society and stability, a reality that is presented in Friedman and Friedman (1980, Chapter 3): “… The view that government’s role is to serve as an umpire to prevent individuals from coercing one another was replaced by the view that government’s role is to serve as a parent charged with the duty of coercing some to aid others.”

A noteworthy fact is about the public mentality of looking forward to resolve and/or support from the government, even if the possibility is highly unlikely. We encountered one such case during the APEC CEO Summit in Hanoi in the late 2006, when participants discussed the removal of disputable state subsidies and assistance, financially or in kind. A Vietnamese firm CEO shared his opinion with the audience present that the state would have to provide firms like his with adequate financial subsidy to fruitfully enter the WTO era! Again, during the recent two-year meltdown of VSM, which made the VN-Index fall from 1,170 in March 2007 to around 300, in March 2009, we met a bunch of money-losing investors, who never sold their value-losing stocks although seeing own money evaporate 5% everyday, insisting that the state would intervene to rescue them by using the state coffer money to buy shares, thereby pushing the prices. That turned out to be a mere impossible scenario, but the belief remained firm albeit groundless.14

In another facet, private entrepreneurs usually are not happy with the time-consuming administrative process, directly related to their operations, most infamous ones including

---

14 This can be seen as opposite to Jefferson’s ideal of government (in his first inaugural address 1801): “… a wise and frugal government, which shall restrain men from injuring one another, which shall leave them otherwise free to regulate their own pursuits of industry and improvement.”
complicated taxes, overwhelming business setup procedures, and investment appraisal/approval steps, etc. However, entrepreneurs choose to buy the ‘services’ when facing situations like these both to save costs and keep good relations with concerned authorities as both are equally important.

On the other hand, a typical privately-run entrepreneurial firm operates under the familiar patriarchy of the old father, until his heir (preferably male one) could take over the responsibility, still then under his supervision. Also, at firm level, the connection between Confucian values and family-run entrepreneurship can be observed without ambiguity. Recruitment continues to be done in favor of the Confucian ‘who you are’ value, but not the prevailing market value of “what competence and skills a candidate possesses.” In terms of entrepreneurial management practices, through our experience of working with many major successful privately-held firms the first generation of entrepreneurial founders keep relying heavily on trusted family members/relatives, and subordinates who successfully passed the loyalty test or were chosen through astrictive ties. These values are shared among entrepreneurial firms and state-run firms (including partially privatized ones), but with varying degrees of influence.

**Relationship-Based Rent-Seeking Behavior**

In the theory of entrepreneurship, rent-seeking behavior is a type of activity that seeks to create competitive advantages for a firm over its rivals in the marketplace. The type of rent seeking that is going to be discussed here is a typical Confucian value: relationship-based rent-seeking. Relationship is important for the development of business everywhere, but its color in East Asian cultural setting is quite different from the West. Relationship in Vietnam (quan he) and China (guān xì) refer to many social aspects between individuals, and is rarely limited within the scope of professional works.\(^{15}\)

Relationships are important in human societies where interactions between individuals get complicated over time, due to the size and complexity of socioeconomic situation. But they have a special meaning in the Confucian system of value, because Confucianism advocates unequal relationships between individuals in a typical Confucian society and imposes moral and cultural norms for guiding behaviors of the society. Napier and Thomas (2004) present some relevant analysis and practical evidence on this aspect of the Vietnamese business cultural setting, such as the existence of a kind of labor aristocracy, consisting of reliable and skilled workers—usually Party member—with better pay, some additional privileges who act as bridge between managers and labor (p. 21). However, they have not discussed the Confucian roots of the issues observed in the economy.

A typical example of that is the so-called ‘relationship-based bank loan’, a well known phenomenon that receives greater attention of the economists when studying the contemporary economy of Vietnam.\(^{16}\) Vietnam’s private entrepreneurs, mostly

---

15 In Chinese: 关系, guān xì and Vietnamese quan he sounds very similar, bearing the same meaning of two parts, when combined together mean “System of concerns and issues to be addressed (perhaps jointly)”.

16 Data is provided in detail by Pham and Vuong (2009).
operating SMEs, constantly face the shortage of capital, both equity and debt. Over 90% of the domestic SMEs could be classified as belonging to ‘nano-cap’ category, in terms of asset size.

After the 2008 financial crisis, Vietnamese government implemented an economic stimulus package including an interest-rate-supported program of working capital. There are different points of view on private SMEs’ accessibility to this cheap money. But there are two facts. According to the SME Association, the volume of about $300 mn released money is not enough. About 60% of loan-proposal-submitted SMEs are able to qualify bank’s requirements. Since those are ‘nano-cap’, their borrowings are also very small in comparison to other borrowers which are mostly SOEs.

Thus, debt financing is, perhaps, the single most important option, of which bank loans have, for many reasons, been far more influential than other types of financing, such as financial leasing or bank borrowings (Vuong 1997a and 1997b). In his study on corporate bond, Vuong (2004) found that public corporate debt was virtually nonexistent. This fact attributed to the habit of sticking to simple and straightforward financing vehicles, and the low standards of domestic enterprises and account reporting practices. Some more formally established methods of corporate debts, such as corporate bonds and quasi-equity (like convertibles), were only introduced by the foreign investment enterprises. From 1992 to 2003, there were 12 important ‘corporate’ bond issuances, in terms of size and socioeconomic effect. All these bond issuers were SOEs. Moreover, in 2005, Vietnamese government, for the first time, tapped an international capital market and successfully issued $750 mn worth of bonds. Although the issuer was the Government, this should be considered ‘corporate bond’ since all the proceeds from that issue was later allocated to Vinashin.

On the financing aspect of business operation, relationship with banks is not only a matter of financing entrepreneurs’ cash need and pursuit of investment, but also the wish of maintaining business advantage in terms of capital sufficiency. Whenever possible, entrepreneurs seek to improve access to bank’s credits. Typically, the relationship between a bank and an entrepreneur is unequal, with the general attitude being the borrowing entrepreneur ‘asking for funds’. Again, this is very much in line with the cultural face of a banker knowing ‘who the entrepreneur is’ rather than ‘what capacity he/she possesses’. Even when there is intervention by the government, likes the stimulus package with 4% interest rate subsidy by the state fiscal budget, starting from February 2009 till the year-end, the situation has not changed much. According to the Association of SMEs, only 10% of the entrepreneurs could access this debt finance, not to say that usually their credit limit is very low. Larger and well-established firms, including SOEs and equitized SOEs, clearly have enjoyed this large-scaled credit extension, due largely to long-standing and close relationships with banks. So far, small entrepreneurial firms, with thin equity base, face not only higher cost of funds but also limited access to that costly debt.

In all kinds of trust-based transactions, bank credit transaction is perhaps the most apparent manifestation of the Confucian value of social relationship. Credit in both
Chinese and Vietnam means ‘the use of trust’. Trust in Confucian society means a relationship in which one could put the work in the hand of someone that he/she knows and is confident of. Another aspect of it could be reciprocity in making transactions happen, such as asking for/granting bank loans. It is not uncommon to find that many bankers when having ‘good’ relationship with the entrepreneurial borrower could on behalf of the borrowers prepare borrowing documents. Both sides believe that this is part of the caretaking element in their trust-based relationship, a traditional Confucian value, partly reflecting the factor of benevolence that had been highly advocated in Confucianism. The relationships have a tendency of being reinforced over time and history of transaction, where superior relationship-based economic rent is obtained (such as in the times of credit crunch, liquidity crisis or in the advent of capital-intensive highly profitable opportunity) by the borrower and shared between two sides by reciprocity of benefits.

Given the fact that the Confucian value is behind this kind of relationship-based rent seeking, and this traditional value is omnipresent in the Vietnamese contemporary society, we could predict, without losing generality, that there exist various kinds of relationship-based economic rents, of which banking transaction is only one typical manifestation. The implication of this on the local entrepreneurs is twofold. First, economic rents guide the behavior of entrepreneurs in seeking improved profits and financial safety net. Second, the differences caused by the rents between the established firms and entrepreneurial manifest the overwhelming challenge faced by the private entrepreneurs. The general trend is this leads to an increasing level of cost over the society for developing and maintaining relationships, causing unavoidable new friction.

On the Business Education in Vietnam

Business education had not been existent in Vietnam’s education system until the early 1990s. A consequence of that is still today one could easily observe the dearth of business studies of substantial quality in Vietnam.

Although there have been many international business education programs operating in Vietnam, producing increasing crops of business graduates, including an increasing number of MBAs, still the quality is questionable. The question of business education quality has nothing to do with the program of study itself or the students’ capability of acquiring modern business knowledge, mostly international and relevant to the current trend of Vietnam’s market economy. Vuong (2007) attributes the problem to the lack of appropriate cultural values, for MBA and undergraduate business education program of study requires participants to have right determination and appropriate world outlook. These factors are far more important than technical and other skills obtained from business education.

To see why inappropriate world outlook can be detrimental to business graduate quality, let us take MBA training as an example. The Confucian system of outlook promotes the ‘good face’ value. The value remains today. MBA is an academic degree and the ‘graduation’ itself has ‘good face’ element in it. A majority of MBAs share the thought that the degree itself has
equal value to the knowledge, skills obtained from the training. Obtaining the degree, a level above the bachelor’s, is a guarantee for higher rank in the education hierarchy. This kind of outlook permeates among the students who would then pursue MBA for the sake of getting another degree.

Number of MBA programs in Vietnam is increasing. Most universities and education centers have at least one MBA course. This is good since the emerging economy needs well-educated and skilled labor force. Business education JVs between Vietnamese and foreign partner are fashionable. Modality of collaboration is a western syllabus adjusted to Vietnamese education law and standards, imported textbooks, and a composition of foreign and Vietnamese lecturers. At the beginning, foreign partner involves in the full process of education. Then, the technology is transferred to Vietnamese counterpart. What should be concerned about here is the reducing quality of those programs.

Napier (2005) concludes that quality of MBA education in Vietnam is worsening, because over time, both amount and quality of lecturers’ researches were sliding down.

Also, there have been only a handful of books dedicated to business thinking, education and orientation in general, written in Vietnamese by the Vietnamese. Almost all the books are translations from English-written text books, giving rise to the question: Is it true that Vietnam has no good authors? On surface and in reality, the question is almost correct.

Bearing the good face value in mind, business schools professors themselves act as if they are on the pinnacle of the educational system. Thus, academic works such as scholarly papers, academic books and other intellectual activities are not part of the value system. In other words, the business education system is very much similar to the ancient examination system that used to serve the scholar-official designating process in the old Confucian society. By this way, education does not help much in the process of generating a new wave of entrepreneurs or reinforcing the entrepreneurial spirits, since the professors simply do not share or have that value.

Conclusion

This study, having covered a number of important discussions, concludes that emphasis should be laid on factors that may trigger changes or serve as catalysts for rapid cultural adaptation in the changing business environment of Vietnam. There would likely be a stronger impact of WTO and globalization in the Vietnamese economy, thus affecting the private entrepreneurship through new opportunities and new impetus for changes.

Economic freedom for entrepreneurs would likely become an important factor that helps support both entrepreneurial choice by many people and the formation of thriving entrepreneurs’ stratum in the society. Although the long-standing traditional cultural values and related facets are expected to be present in families, community and society, at the mass level, but the improved business environment and increased number of entrepreneurs and their colleagues would force these traditional values to change and adapt to the new setting, which we hope to be much more business-oriented.
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